LOCATION BASED
RISK SCORES FOR INSURED
HAZARD EXPOSURES
AdvantageGo | score is the revolutionary cloud-based app from AdvantageGo which allows
you to quickly and easily see layered peril scores for any physical asset across a single location
or multiple addresses.
AdvantageGo | score helps to quickly access augmented risk scores from insured hazard exposures
worldwide - from individual locations or multiple addresses – from leading peril data providers. Using
our powerful cloud-based app, AdvantageGo | score computes vast amounts of geospatial digital data
and provides both the native risk score from each provider and an easy-to-understand normalized
risk score within seconds, presented on screen for any physical asset. Benefit from up-to-the-minute
intelligence and a comprehensive view of the risk of any location. At-a-glance, overviews and detailed
underlying scores are available to help all risk professionals make better-informed decisions.

Revolutionizing
Insurance Software

Gain new perspectives and full control of insured hazard exposures at all times
We´ve taken away the hassle of
having to integrate with every
single peril provider. Different data
providers use different categories
and numeric/alphabetic scales
to populate peril hazard values.
With AdvantageGo | score,
you gain a broader and deeper
perspective on peril hazard value
and the gravity of each risk.

Users have the flexibility to view either
native or normalized scores from hazard
data providers on a common scale.
From drought to floods and everything
in between, you can configure the
Peril Score based on the business
need, which is created and updated
at the time of implementation.

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Receive a single overarching risk score
based on a number of aggregated scores

No user training - immediate and responsive

User-friendly visual experience for
accessing business-critical information
Accessible via multiple devices,
your smartphone, tablet or PC/MAC
Provides a simple-to-read overview and
underlying scores for all physical assets
Curates responses to provide consumable
bite-sized answers to questions

Simple user interface for accessing multiple
risk data sources
Available when and where ever
you need it in or out of the office
No integration required
Easy to understand 1-10 grading system
At-a-glance overviews and
detailed underlying scores
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